FOLLOW THE LIGHTS - BEST SELLER!
18 DAYS | ESCORTED SMALL GROUP

Bentours newly enhanced Follow the Lights tour gives you the best opportunity to see the northern lights. This bucket-list adventure now includes three extra days to discover Norway’s Capital Oslo, Flam, and the Norway in a Nutshell tour, as well as the Finnish Lake District. Includes a 6 night Hurtigruten Coastal Voyage!

Departs Oslo, Norway
Travel Dates: Oct 2019 - Mar 2020
From $7,695pp*

FROM LONDON TO THE NORWEGIAN FJORDS - NEW!
20 DAYS | INDEPENDENT

Kicking off in cosmopolitan London, where you can spend a few days exploring. Journey over to Norway where you will get the best that Scandinavia has to offer - beautiful cities and stunning natural landscapes and fjords. Includes a 12-day return Hurtigruten voyage, which encompasses the magic of Norway.

Departs London, England
Travel Dates: Daily 2019
From $6,745pp*

A SCOTTISH & NORDIC ADVENTURE - NEW!
21 DAYS | INDEPENDENT

Starting off in the historical hub of Edinburgh, journey over to magical Iceland before taking in the sights of Norway. Includes a northbound Hurtigruten voyage before then exploring Finnish Lapland. Ending in Helsinki, this trip provides opportunities to explore 4 countries.

Departs Edinburgh, Scotland
Travel Dates: Daily 2019
From $8,390pp*
ICELAND GRAND DISCOVERY - NEW!
19 DAYS | SELF DRIVE

Iceland Grand Discovery gives travellers time to spend at each of Iceland’s most popular attractions. Along the way, you’ll pass many of the volcanoes, waterfalls, glaciers, and seascapes that make Iceland’s landscapes so magical and unforgettable, including the Ring Road and Borgarfjordur Fjord

*Departs Reykjavik, Iceland*
*Travel Dates*: May - Sep 2019

**From $5,150pp***

DISCOVER SWEDISH LAPLAND - NEW!
9 DAYS | INDEPENDENT, RAIL

Mix your summer holiday with a winter twist in the beautiful Swedish Lapland. Start your travels from Luleå a small sea-side town and continue to the world-renowned Icehotel 365 located in the small village of Jukkasjärvi. Experience Swedish summer with a twist of an overnight stay in a sculptured ice room

*Departs Lulea, Sweden*
*Travel Dates*: Aug - Oct 2019

**From $2,950pp***

COOL SWEDEN - NEW!
8 DAYS | INDEPENDENT, RAIL

Your holiday break begins in charming Stockholm surrounded by beauty and water - hence it’s nickname, the Venice of the North. After enjoying an urban lifestyle in Stockholm continue north - 200km inside the Arctic Circle to the last wilderness of Europe – Abisko National Park. After that the world famous Icehotel 365 awaits you with an overnight stay in an Ice Art Suite.

*Departs Stockholm, Sweden*
*Travel Dates*: May - Sep 2019

**From $2,865pp***